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Figure 1. KnobSlider is a shape-changing device that changes between a rotational knob and a linear slider to accommodate users’
needs. In the situation depicted (a) a sound engineer uses it as a slider to coarsely control a sound volume. He then presses the
central button to trigger the change into (b) a low control-display (CD) gain knob, and (c) he can use it for fine adjustment.
ABSTRACT

Physical controls are widely used by professionals such as
sound engineers or aircraft pilots. In particular knobs and
sliders are the most prevalent in such interfaces. They have
advantages over touchscreen GUIs, especially when users
require quick and eyes-free control. However, their
interfaces (e.g., mixing consoles) are often bulky and
crowded. To improve this, we present the results of a
formative study with professionals who use physical
controllers. Based on their feedback, we propose design
requirements for future interfaces for parameters control.
We then introduce the design of our KnobSlider that
combines the advantages of a knob and a slider in one
unique shape-changing device. A qualitative study with
professionals shows how KnobSlider supports the design
requirements, and inspired new interactions and
applications.
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Interfaces.
INTRODUCTION

Many professionals (e.g., sound and light engineers,
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graphic designers, camera operators and pilots) use physical
controls to interact with a large number of parameters. The
interfaces have evolved little in the past 30 years, and these
still use physical controls despite touchscreen technology
being widely used. In fact, physical interfaces are ideal for
such professions as they provide haptic feedback and thus
eyes free manipulation. Each type of controls has different
interactive advantages: the most prevalent are knobs for
fine adjustment and sliders for absolute positioning. Knobs,
or dials [24], are buttons controlled via rotation. Sliders are
linear control elements consisting of rails and cursors.
There is a variety of controllers, varying in angular or linear
range, size, shape, torque or friction, with or without
detents, and implemented via diverse technologies (of
various resolution). Their interfaces allow users to
simultaneously access a large number of parameters.
As a consequence of exploiting the advantages of physical
controls, such interfaces are inevitably bulky and crowded.
For instance, one of the sound systems we observed in this
work offers more than 400 parameters through 3 banks of
112 controls —28 sliders with 4 layers each— and 65
knobs (Figure 2, P5-6). Such large interfaces are thus not
portable, which can hinder users in many ways: e.g., sounds
engineers cannot move around the stage to test sounds
while adjusting parameters.
Furthermore, they are also cognitively demanding: for
example, users must remember and reach the position of
each parameter control. Touchscreen GUIs, which offer
more flexibility by providing consecutively different
interfaces on a surface, could solve some of these issues.
However, they lack haptic feedback and hinder eyes-free
interaction.

As a result, there is a tradeoff between the space occupied
by input devices (e.g. sliders and knobs) and the number
and types of controls they offer. Current solutions such as
remappable banks or GUIs force users to choose either
sticking to one type of device or losing physicality. In this
paper, we offer KnobSlider, which provides both a physical
knob and a slider through shape changing. It decreases the
interface size and gains portability without losing the
different types of controls or their physicality. We believe
this is a strong advantage which was additionally suggested
by our user population. Our bottom-up research procedure
described below has the following contributions:
1. Through a formative study, we gain an understanding
of professional users’ needs regarding parameter
control. We conducted contextual inquiries to learn
about use of physical and touch screen controllers.
2. We derive design requirements for a flexible physical
interface element based on the formative study. Users
need fast, precise, eyes-free and mobile interaction with
a large number of parameters. They also need retrocompatibility with current interaction.
3. We present KnobSlider, a shape-changing physical
control that shifts between a knob and a slider (Figure
1). It combines the advantages of both types of controls
while increasing the flexibility of the interface.
4. We report a qualitative study with professional users
interacting with a KnobSlider. Results reveal that they
appreciate the flexible control, and suggest promising
applications for shape changing parameter controls.

was designed to allow zooming and scrolling through the
control of the pressure [23].

RELATED WORK

Both Space- and Time-Multiplexing

Our work aims to provide flexible physical interaction for
the control of continuous parameters, through knobs and
sliders. We survey previous works that investigated flexible
and physical continuous input devices.
Flexibility of a Single Device

An early height-changing knob was proposed by Hemmert
et al. [18]. It was dedicated to cell phone notifications such
as missed calls. Button+ [34] also changed the knob height
to give distinctive control access to different users or to
change the level of control difficulty for games. Haptic
Chameleon [24] was a shape-changing knob that changed
its function according to its deformed shape to control
videos. InGen [1] was a passive knob with dynamic detent,
stiffness and abrupt stops to help users scroll a list.
Many studies have explored the flexibility of sliders
focusing on dynamic haptic/force feedbacks. Some
motorized slider cursors have been proposed for physics
education [33], haptic cues of sound amplitude [33, 35], and
creating music loop [14]. Vázquez et al. [40] changed the
haptic feedback of knobs and sliders by changing pressure
in air chambers around the knob/slider axes. Zoomable
TUIs explored physically zoomable sliders to balance
between device footprint and pointing performance [8]. In
addition to knobs and sliders, a volume-changing mouse

Space-Multiplexing

One approach to enable flexibility is to provide multiple
devices in different locations simultaneously. There have
been two approaches taken in spatially arranging controls.
First, next to each other, like on sound mixing boards. Here,
users manipulate sets of physical controls, including sliding
and rotating joints [3]. Their drawback is their footprint
when space is a critical resource. Second, on top of each
other, like in Zebra Widgets [6] and a rotary knob control
for microwave oven [9]. They required less surface than the
first arrangement. However, Zebra Widgets do not allow
stacking a dial on a slider or vice versa. With the
microwave control, moving one device might cause
unwanted movement of the other device.
Time-Multiplexing

Another approach is to have knobs and sliders in a sequence
at the same location. With Paddle [28], users can make a
flat surface for swipe (linear input), then deform it to a ring
for rotational input. inFORM and Emergeables [12,29]
provided a slider and a knob at the very same location. With
ForceForm [39], users molded a placeholder to make a
slider or knob on a touch surface. ChainFORM [25]
provided a linear or a round shape with actuation and touch
sensing. However, in these implementations, the
manipulation of the sliders was very different from that of
the physical sliders, either lacking a physical cursor
[12,25,28,39] or continuity [29].
Some research approaches allowed both spatial and
temporal multiplexing. With inFORM and related approach
[12, 29, 39], it was also possible to provide several sliders
and knobs sequentially in one place and simultaneously in
different places. Our approach incorporates a combination
of spatial and temporal multiplexing. In contrast to using
widgets on touch surfaces [21, 43], we want to avoid the
need to place widgets on surfaces. In contract of using
discrete control points on a slider [12, 29, 39], we allow for
both continuous and physical manipulation of the cursor.
Balancing between Space- and Time-Multiplexing

Space- and time-multiplexing provide different advantages.
Space-multiplexing allows spatial arrangements [11],
persistence of attachment between devices and parameters
[1,11], exploiting spatial memory [31,32], simultaneous
control of several parameters [1,11], and specialized
physical form factors [11]. Time-multiplexing lowers
hardware and maintenance costs [11] and avoids physical
clutter [32]. Two extremes of these different multiplexing
approached are “hundreds of potentiometers” and a “single
mouse” [1]. Fitzmaurice et al. [11] and Beaudouin-Lafon
[1] say that the challenge lies in finding the optimal balance
between the two types of multiplexing. We aim to fill in
this gap and combine both multiplexing.
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Figure 2. Participants using knobs and sliders in their professional activity: (P1) a cameraman with 4 knobs and a slider on a
custom made device; (P2) a graphic designer using a graphic tablet and a slider placeholder; (P3) a light artist using custom knobs
and sliders on a tablet in a dark environment; (P4) a light engineer using physical knobs and sliders while observing a stage; (P5) a
sound engineer communicating with musicians on the far stage while using sliders; (P6) a sound engineer controlling a knob while
watching a screen; (P7) a pilot using flight simulator for his training; (P8) a pilot using physical controls in a flight.
FORMATIVE STUDY

We used contextual inquiry [19] to gather users’
requirements. Our observation and interviews of experts
targeted specifically unresolved usability problems related
to physicality and flexibility of devices for continuous
parameters control —mostly knobs and sliders.
Participants

We first identified the most widespread professions
extensively using physical input control. According to the
US Bureau of Labor Statistics 1 , in 2014 there were
approximately 261,600 graphic designers, 119,200 pilots,
117,200 sound engineers, 20,060 camera operators, 11,930
exhibit designers (including light engineers). This approach
allowed us to seek importance through a large population of
users (e.g., graphic designers) and whose performance is
critical to others (e.g., pilots); as well as to seek generality
through diverse professions.
Through our extended social network and calling/emailing
local professionals, we recruited 8 participants (ages 25-63,
2 females, Figure 2) using knobs and sliders in their
professional activities: 1 movie operator (P1), 1 graphic
designer (P2), 2 light engineers (P3, P4), 2 sound engineers
(P5, P6), and 2 pilots (P7, P8). All participants were
voluntary and consented to photo and video recording. The
interfaces participants were using were mainly physical,
although a few recently started using touchscreens.
Procedure

All sessions took place in ecologically valid settings and we
observed all participants doing live activities, e.g., shooting
a movie (P1), drawing (P2), preparing a show (P3-6) and
piloting (P7-8) (Figure 2). We asked them to explain what
was happening each time a sequence of actions was not
clear. We interviewed them after the activities. At the end,
we asked for situations where they needed to balance
flexibility and tangibility. When the activities required
concentration or silence (P1, P3) and it was not possible to
ask a question, we asked questions during the follow-up
interview. Each session took around 2 hours.
1
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Data collection and analysis

We collected 8640 words of written notes, 141 drawings
and photos (i.e., finger posture or devices used), and
2h34m26s of video and audio recordings of particular
sequences of actions or interview. When possible, we
performed the analysis no later than 48 hours after the
interview. First, we described every sequence of observed
actions. We used the collected notes, photo and video
recordings from our observations to help the description.
We then used thematic analysis [4] to analyze user needs
regarding their controllers. We started with a research
question: “what is needed for the users to perform their
task?” A coder first labeled the observations with initial
categories (codes) answering the question. An additional
two coders joined to discuss, and agreed on them as well as
identifying particular topics to regroup codes by themes.
Our final scheme had six final main themes.
Results

We identified six needs regarding the control of parameters.
We illustrate them with examples of actions we observed or
comments made by the participants.
Most knobs were potentiometers with no bounds or detents,
of around 1cm diameter with small lobes on their sides. We
observed fewer varied knobs: e.g., with position mark (P1),
concentric ones (P8), discrete arrow-shaped ones (P8) or
large knob with a concave notch for rotation with a single
finger (P4). In the following, we focus on the requirements
that encompass knobs and sliders.
Interaction with a large number of parameters

All participants interacted with a large number of
parameters. For instance, the fewest number of parameters
was ten to control P1’s stereoscopic cameras’ 3D position,
3D orientation, focal length, 1D focus distance, interaxial
distance and convergence. P2 used many of the ~60
Photoshop tools and their parameters (e.g., brush size, tip,
roundness, hardness, etc.). During his show, P3 adjusted
~50 parameters in total. P4 - P8 (sound and light engineers
and pilots) had more than 100 parameters to deal with.

Fast interaction

Fast access to parameters: In many situations, the users
needed to quickly acquire the devices. For example, to
quickly access the parameters of a fan and a fog machine
during the show, P3 (light artist) chose to permanently
display two dedicated knobs on the left-hand side of his
interface (Figure 2). P2 explained that her desk is always
tidy: she needed a clear space to go from one device to
another without losing time. P5 told that he never used the
sliders that are too far away, and preferred pressing a button
to quickly switch the parameters associated with the sliders
that are close to him.
Fast manipulation of parameters: For instance, P7 related
that the throttle was used by default for quick, coarse
adjustments. P1, P3-P6 worked “live,” i.e., during the
shooting or the show, so they must manipulate the
parameters promptly. When working for music concerts,
they needed to be very reactive as musicians never play the
same way. The need for fast manipulation required some
participants (P3-P6) to use several fingers on sliders or two
hands on different devices. P2 explained that she started
using the computer to work faster: her work requires
several back and forth exchanges with the client who asks
for modifications. She used the computer to do quick
corrections (undo) that physical brushes and pens could not.
Fast observations of parameters: For example, P1 was
manipulating interaxial distance between stereoscopic
cameras and the bounds of the slider were clearly showing
her the physical constraints of cameras. She also used red
tape to mark a particular value of the interaxial distance
during the shooting (see Figure 2 P1, the left side of the
slider). P5 and P6 sometimes quickly glanced at their
interfaces to observe a parameter value during the show.
During manipulation, the knobs of the cockpits (P7-P8)
provided haptic feedback through haptic detents. For quick
observations of parameters, P7-P8 looked or touched the
corresponding devices. P7 explained that in emergency
situations, quick observation of parameters is critical.
Overall, sliders were preferred for rapid observation of
parameters.
Precise interaction

For precise interaction, most participants used large sliders
(~8-10cm), with very smooth friction to allow tiny
movements. The only small slider we observed was a tactile
one with a placeholder (Figure 2, P2), to zoom in on the
screen. When operating a slider, P1 placed her hand
carefully to avoid mistakenly moving the dials next to it
(Figure 2).
Knobs, even when small, also offered high precision as
most of them were multiturn. Using the knob for precise
control was done by P2 who used her tactile dial with a
placeholder to scroll webpages. We observed P4 (light
engineer) using a knob before the show to very precisely set
a projector angle (Figure 2, P4). For this, he performed
many rotations on a knob with low control-display (CD)

gain. Similarly, P7 and P8 (pilots) used knobs to accurately
input decimal values of radio frequencies. P7 related that
the extremity of his aircraft’s throttle could be turned for
precise adjustments. P6 needed to adjust the curve of sound
level (dB) for each frequency (Hz) of each instrument and
microphone on stage. He preferred using the physical knobs
for this rather than the touchscreen. P1 (movie operator)
used a knob to adjust, at pixel precision, the horizontal shift
between stereoscopic images, by performing multiple
rotations. Overall, knobs were preferred for precise
interaction.
Eyes-free interaction

P1 needed eyes-free interaction because her screens were
not collocated with her knobs and sliders. Similarly, P2
focused on her canvas on the screen and looked away to
modify her tool, thus lost time finding her object on the
canvas again. P3-P6 watched the stage while interacting
(Figure 2). P5 explained that he preferred physical
controllers, and never used the touchscreen of his console,
which our observations corroborated. P5 and P6 said that
interacting with bounded parameters on multiturn —i.e.
unbounded— knobs was not comfortable, as they have to
look away from the stage to watch the LEDs around the
knob. Bounded knobs were not available on the mixing
console we observed, and participants said that they also
seldom find them on other mixing consoles.
P3’s problem with touchscreens was that he felt “blind” as
there was no haptic feedback. We observed P3 missing his
intended trajectory of a knob on the screen: he started to
follow the knob on the tablet. While looking at the stage, he
drifted from the knob, losing control of it. When he realized
it, he looked down to reacquire the knob. We observed him
trying to grasp two touchscreen sliders eyes-free: one with
the index finger and the second with the middle finger, both
unsuccessfully. He then looked down to re-grasp the sliders.
He recouped the lack of tangibility with extra-large
widgets, but it was not satisfactory for him: he lost space,
and still lacked tangibility, which caused critical errors.
P7 and P8 (pilots) used push/pull handle for power and
mixture (of air and fuel) and often placed their hand on the
handles to know their status without looking (Figure 2, P8).
P7 said, “If you put your hand on [the control device], you
know in which mode you are.” They commented that
physical devices were particularly useful when visibility in
the cockpit was altered by smoke. P7 and P8 both explained
that aircraft manufacturers were introducing touch screen
interfaces. Both agreed that the idea was dangerous. Their
comments strengthened the cockpit design requirements in
previous work [5, 41].
Mobile interaction

All users needed mobility. P1 used her cameras and control
devices at different locations. P2 sometimes worked away
from her desk, e.g., in a van during a vacation. P3 explained
that moving around the stage was crucial for him: when not
possible, he communicated with someone in front of the

stage as a proxy. Unfortunately, this person might not
understand what he wanted or did not have the same
demand on the final quality. To avoid losing time or
quality, he used a tablet, but sub-optimally moved back and
forth between his desk and the stage. P4 went on the stage
to better see his projectors, and then came back to the
console. We observed P5 going on the stage to ease the
communication with musicians. He said this was the only
reason he used the tablet, as he did not like using the
sliders/knobs on touch screens. To avoid using the tablet, he
communicated with musicians via a microphone (Figure 2,
P5), or even shouted or signed. Sometimes a third person
was necessary to help communication with drummers who
did not have a microphone. Thus, all solutions were
suboptimal. Mobility was also necessary during the show:
P6 walked around the venue to hear the sound from other
locations. He then had to come back to the mixing desk to
adjust the parameters. P7 and P8 (pilots) had a compact
interface that fits in the cockpit.
Retro-compatibility

The professional users needed to leverage their existing
expertise with current interfaces. For example, P2 explicitly
commented that she was not keen to change interface
because her workflow was efficient and she was not ready
to lose income for a short term. The only participant that
explicitly showed no interest in retro-compatibility was P3.
He built a new interface dedicated for each show and
improved it with practice. Yet, his touchscreen controllers
were mimicking physical ones (knobs, sliders, buttons,
etc.).
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

We derived the following six requirements directly from the
themes of our formative study.
R1. Interaction with a large number of parameters was
requested by all participants. The cameraman had the
least (10). The sound and light engineers can deal with
more than 100. Types of parameters were diverse:
some were discrete (e.g., tool in Palette) or continuous
(e.g., sound volume). Some were bounded (e.g., flaps’
angle) or not (e.g., shift between cameras). Some were
cyclic (e.g., projector’s angle).
R2. Fast interaction. Quick access to parameters can be
supported by placing devices within users’ reach.
Rapid manipulation of parameters can be supported
through smooth trajectories. Fast observation of
parameter value can be carried by visual and/or haptic
display, including min/max value or value of interest.
R3. Precise interaction can be supported through a large
interaction area (multiturn knob or large slider) and
little friction. Enough space between devices prevents
errors. A stable grip on the device also allows its
operation without slipping.
R4. Eyes-free interaction. Eyes-free access to parameters
can be supported by spatial stability of the device to
leverage
motor-spatial
memory.
Eyes-free
manipulation of parameters can be supported through

physical trajectory guide (e.g., slider’s rail, knob’
rotational axis) and haptic feedback. Eyes-free
observation of parameters’ value can be supported
through a physical cursor or haptic feedback (detent).
R5. Mobile interaction can be supported by small devices.
R6. Retro-compatibility with current interaction: it is
arduous for users to give up current UIs — even
though new ones can be beneficial in the long term
[30]. This can be supported by standard operations of
standard devices and customizability.
Some of these requirements are incompatible (e.g., a slider
should be large for precision and small for mobility). As a
consequence, a good design needs to find a compromise in
order to maximize users’ satisfaction.
KNOBSLIDER DESIGN

We first present the design space of the previous work to
reveal space for improvement. We then present KnobSlider,
a shape-changing device for rotary and linear input, and
how it supports the target design space and requirements.
Design Space Exploration

We focus on the physical interfaces that have some retrocompatibility (R6) with physical knobs and sliders
(rotational/linear interaction). They have different spatial
and temporal combinations as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Design space and related work.
No time-multiplexing:
Device(s) available
all the time
No space-multiplexing:
A. A single knob or
One device available
slider [8,24,34,40]
at the workspace
C. Adjacent knobs and
Space-multiplexing: sliders and stacked
Multi-devices available knobs and sliders
at the workspace [3,6,9] and current
systems

Time-multiplexing:
Devices available
in sequence
B. A knob and a slider
in sequence
[12,25,28,29,39]
D. Knobs and sliders
anywhere, anytime:
[12,21,29,39,43] and
current systems

The current solutions largely cover the design space but
lack some of the requirements:
A. A single knob would hinder the fast and eyes-free
operation of a parameter (R2,R4). A small single slider
would either hinder precision (R3) and a large single
slider would take too much space (R5) on a surface.
B. A knob or slider sequentially morphing out of a surface
currently lacks continuity (R1) or physical cursors
(R4). Manually placing a knob or a slider on a surface
is time-consuming (R2).
C. Adjacent knob and slider are space-consuming (R5). A
knob on top of a slider (and vice-versa) would cause
unwanted movement thus lack precision (R3).
D. Physical knobs and sliders anywhere, anytime are not
fully supported yet. As in B, manually placing knobs
and sliders on a surface is time-consuming (R2) and
knobs and sliders morphing out currently lacks
continuity (R1) or physical cursors (R4). Current
systems partially support time-multiplexing through
banks of sliders only.

A

B
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D

Figure 3. (A) Low-fi prototypes. (B-C-D) KnobSlider working prototype without the top cover to expose the slider’s timing belt and
the slider mechanism. (B) In slider shape, the movement of timing belt is conveyed through the gears,
(C) during transformation, the edges of blocks start to lock the bottom central gear,
(D) the edges completely lock the bottom central gear, the rotation of the knob does not affect the timing belt.

We aim a novel solution improving the tradeoff between
users’ requirements: a device that takes the shape of either a
knob or a slider in sequence, improving time-multiplexed
solutions (B). Several of such devices combined will
improve time- and space-multiplexed solutions (D).

state. The central block is supported on the bottom central
gear, but the rotation of the block doesn’t affect the gear.
Instead, the movement of the slider cursor is conveyed to
the top central gear through the timing belt.

Design Principle

Requirements
R1. Many parameters

After exploring with low-fi prototypes (Figure 3.A), we
converged on a particular design that better supports the
requirements. The design has six triangular prism blocks
connected to each other (Figure 3 B-D). When folded (D)
the prisms form a hexagonal prism (knob). When unfolded
(B), the prisms are aligned, thus creating a connected
surface. A cursor can move along the surface. The design is
originally inspired by the Sensitive Rolypoly [13], and the
final design looks similar to the InGen [1] when folded.
Clickable button
Top central gear

Block
edges
Sensor
center

Slider’s cursor
Slider’s timing belt

Bottom
central
gear

Block
edges

Figure 4. Different elements of the KnobSlider, here without
the top cover to expose the slider’s timing belt.
Working prototype

To open/close each hinge between two blocks, we embed a
servomotor (SG90) at each hinge between two blocks
(Figure 3.B, block #1 to #5 from left to right). Each motor
is individually controlled by an Arduino. The housing is 3D
printed with ABS. For sensing the knob or the slider value,
we place a manufactured clickable knob2 at the base of the
sensor center (see Figure 4). The sensor is connected to the
bottom and top central gear, and used for both knob and
slider states of the KnobSlider. When the joints are closed,
the block edges interlock with the bottom central gear
making a knob state. User’s rotation of the knob then
translates to the sensor axis, and the device works as a
knob. When the joints are open, the device makes a slider
2
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Table 2. Summary of the prototype specification
Assessment
One KnobSlider accommodates two continuous
parameters in sequence. Several KnobSliders can be
used simultaneously.
R2. Fast interaction
Knob and slider interactions are as fast as standard
ones. The shape change takes 0.1s.
R3. Precise interaction
Knob: 100 control positions/rotation, diameter is
around 75mm. Slider: ~237 control positions/112mm
(cursor travel length). Silicon base sticks on the surface.
R4. Eyes-free interaction KnobSlider offers physical knob, button and slider.
R5. Mobile interaction
KnobSlider is small enough
so that several are available on a mobile surface.
R6. Retro-compatibility KnobSlider provides a button, knob and slider.

Table 2 summarizes how our prototype supports the
requirements. The device can support two continuous
parameters, and several can be used in parallel. The peak
motor speed is 60° per 0.1s, enabling the shape change in
~0.1s. The KnobSlider can reach similar precision than
knob/slider on their own; in our prototype, knob has 100
control positions per rotation, and slider has ~237 control
positions per 112mm (cursor traveling length). The knob
diameter is ~75mm. The outer length of the slider is around
182mm, and the cursor’s traveling distance is 112mm due
to the gears at the corners of slider. When it is a slider, the
footprint is about 68.2 cm2. When it is a knob, the footprint
becomes around 43.6 cm2. Additionally, the silicon base
ensures stability. The KnobSlider has physical cursors for
both knob and slider, but the slider friction varies because
of the gaps between the blocks. Future engineering effort
includes miniaturization, haptic feedback, cursor
automation and cable removal to ensure better mobility and
multiturn knob. Even though the prototype is low fidelity, it
is suitable to collect early feedback from users.
QUALITATIVE STUDY

We evaluate the KnobSlider and gather feedback of
professional users in ecological setups. We also gather
possible uses and future developments of the KnobSlider.
For this, we use technological probing [20].

PIX

PII
Figure 5. Seven out of our 10 participants interacting with the probe. P2, PII and PIX use the slider.
P3 and P5 are about the change the shape by clicking on the central button. P6 and P8 use the rotary knob.

Note that we chose to conduct a qualitative study over a
quantitative one for two reasons: First, previous work
conducting performance evaluation of shape-changing UI
[29] showed that a low-res prototype does not perform as
well as the envisioned concept. For this reason, researchers
seldom conduct quantitative evaluation of shape-changing
UI [18,25,34,40,44]. Second, quantitative experiments are
hard to generalize to real use as the tasks performed by
participants might be too simplistic [10] or the participant
groups can be artificial: often young students and/or
colleagues of the authors. We wanted to avoid this by
bringing the KnobSlider to its real target users for a task as
real as possible. Accordingly, we conducted a qualitative
experiment where we asked professionals to use the
KnobSlider in a situation as close as possible to their actual
work (Figure 5). This allowed us to gather diverse and real
feedback on its benefits and drawbacks.
Participants

We recruited 10 participants: 6 from the first study
(P2,3,5,6,7,8), and 4 new via our extended social network
or calling/emailing local professionals: PI and PII (light
engineers), PIII (graphic designer), PIX (photographer
using Photoshop like P2 and PIII). They (2 females) were
between 32 and 63 years old. All participants were
voluntary and consented to photo and video recording.
Procedure

Each participant was interviewed while interacting with the
probe for ~1 hour at their workplace when possible (for P3
at a café and P7,P8 in their office). We demonstrated how
the prototype worked. The participants were asked to
perform given tasks in thinking-aloud protocol. We then
conducted semi-structured interviews to assess our
requirements. At the end, we asked them to explain a recent
situation where the KnobSlider might, or not, be useful.
Apparatus

Most systems used by our participants3 had very diverse
and/or proprietary communication protocols. Instead of
investing a lot of resources for interfacing a low-fidelity
KnobSlider with them, we wanted to gather early feedback
and prototyped custom applications tailored for each
profession. This enabled close-to-real world tasks while
providing simplicity and flexibility as required by
3

Allen&heath iLive T112, LICON CX, MA Scancommander et
grandMA mixing consoles, CESSNA 172 aircraft and Cirrus
Aircraft Avidyne Entegra SR20 with Avidyne FlightMax Entegra
EX5000C R 6.2.1 software, custom hardware and software
developed by the participant or by its company, etc.

technology probes [20]. One exception was Photoshop,
used by three participants (graphic designers P2,PIII,PIX),
which allowed us to easily interface the KnobSlider directly
through mouse and keyboard events.
All participants manipulated the same hardware prototype
(described in the previous section). The prototype was
linked via USB connection and an Arduino to a MacBook
Pro running the task applications.
Tasks

To ensure each participant uses the KnobSlider in situations
similar to their actual work, we implemented different tasks
representing what each professional were frequently
observed doing in our formative study (Table 3). We
proposed a mapping between these tasks and the
KnobSlider’s inputs and shapes (Figure 5) in order to
support the user requirements.
Table 3: Tasks performed in the qualitative study.
Participant(s)
P2,III,IX
Graphic designers
P3
Light artist
PI,II
Light engineers
P5,6
Sound engineers
P7,8
Pilots

Slider shape allows…

Knob shape allows…

Switching between tools

Adjusting a tool’s size

Adjusting the size of a
rotating laser

Adjusting the speed of
laser dot’s movement

Controlling the intensity
of a projector

Controlling the rotation
of the projector

Controlling the sound volume
Controlling the flaps angle

For graphic designers (P2,PII,PIX), we implemented a
script to control Photoshop functions through the
KnobSlider. With the slider shape, users switched among
tools in Tools Palette. With knob shape, users changed tool
size, such as Brush and Burn tools. For the rest of
participants, we implemented stand-alone Processing
applications because their interfaces were not compatible
with our device. The light artist’s (P3) task was changing
the size of a moving laser light with the slider, and
changing its movement speed with the knob. The light
engineers (PI,PII) were asked to control the intensity
(brightness) of a projector with the slider and angle of the
projector with the knob. Sound engineers (P5,6) could
control volume of a song with both slider and knob. Pilots
(P7,8) controlled two different flap angles with the slider
and knob.
Data collection and analysis

We collected 313 words of written notes, 1 photo and
7h14m33s of audio and video recording of particular
sequences of the interview and use of the KnobSlider. We

transcribed the audio of the recordings. As in the first study,
we used thematic analysis to analyze our results.
For each requirement, we first present the ways KnobSlider
supported them and then report on areas for improvement.

feedback for switching between Photoshop tools with the
slider. Further observation of parameters can be achieved
through motorization: after the adjustment of a parameter
with the knob, P6 (sound engineer) wanted the cursor of the
slider to be updated.

Interaction with a large number of parameters

Precise interaction

Results: Meeting the users’ requirements

Participants immediately confirmed that the KnobSlider
allows them to interact with a large number of parameters.
First, its ability for time-multiplexing was praised. As P6
explained: “I have a volume slider, and when I adjust the
pan, I have a knob. I gain space. Instead of having both a
slider and a knob, I have two in one”. PII even further
wanted to have the central button dedicated to the control of
a third parameter. Second, they saw its ability for spacemultiplexing. Several participants, mostly sound and light
engineers, mentioned that they would like to have several
KnobSliders next to each other.
Fast interaction

Fast access to parameters. Most participants said the
change of shape was fast. Expecting a slow change of
shape, we observed two participants (P3, P5) first holding
down the button, instead of a short click on the button
(Figure 5). We noticed that for some of them, the change of
shape was scary at first: “it seems that it is going to
explode” (PIII), “it scares me […] because it moves” (P5).
However, after a few trials they liked it and appreciated its
speed: “it needs to be fast” (PIII), “it is not disturbing”
(PIII), “it is fun, like an animal” (PII). We observed
participants clearly playing with the shape-change
capability and getting used to its speed. P7 even said that it
might take too much time to change the shape: “There is a
time between both [shapes], so it has to be two different
steps of my work. […] It is for two distinct tasks, two ways
to work on the same data”. This suggests that the change of
shape can be even faster for an expert user.
In particular, participants liked the way to trigger the
change of shape (button). PIII said it allowed her to use her
thumb for this, leaving other fingers in place, ready for
adjustment of the parameter. Improving stability would
ensure even faster access to parameters: P5 complained that
the prototype sometimes fell when deformed.
Fast manipulation of parameters. All participants liked
the smoothness of the knob. Seven participants mentioned
or agreed that KnobSlider in slider shape (Figure 5, P2 and
PIX) helps quickly reach the vicinity of a value. Even faster
manipulation of parameters can be achieved through lower
friction. Five out of ten participants complained that the
slider had too much friction. For instance, PII said that “it
needs to be smooth”, like “velvet”.
Fast observation of parameters. While the lack of
smoothness of the slider was critical for sound and light
engineers, P7 and PIII said that the detents of the slider are
useful. P7 (pilot) said that army pilots use detents for
feedback, as they focus on external elements for survival.
PIII (graphic designer) suggested using them as haptic

Seven participants mentioned or agreed to use the
KnobSlider in knob shape (Figure 5, P6) for precisely reach
a parameter’s value. For instance, P7 said “[in a cockpit],
rotary means precision” and P6 “and then I need precision
and shazam! It transforms to a knob”. P6 cited example of
parameters that can be controlled on mixing consoles with
either knobs or sliders, e.g., pan (whether the sound comes
from left or right) or volume, depending on the required
precision. In addition to multiturn with a low CD gain, the
stability of the knob shape further helped fine adjustments:
“I can rest my hand on it” (P7), “I feel I play with
something solid” (PIX). Its shape further helped precision
by preventing fingers from slipping: PII liked that the knob
was not round, but provided edges for a secure grip.
More precise interaction can be achieved through longer
slider shape. Light and sound engineers mentioned that they
like sliders to be as long as possible. Stable slider would
also help precise interaction. Eight participants said that the
slider was not stable. In Figure 5, PII is holding it with his
left hand. The rotation axis needs to be locked and
supported on the surface when in slider state. Lastly, lower
knob would increase precision in interaction. Sitting
participants (PIII, PIX) found that the hand operating the
prototype lacked support because the prototype is too high.
Eyes-free interaction

Probably because KnobSlider leverages standard physical
interaction and its eyes-free capabilities [21], this
requirement was less discussed. For example, three
participants mentioned that the slider’s shape allows for
adjustment and haptic feel of bounded parameters. When in
knob shape, the slider’s cursor protrudes from the knob. P3
found it “efficient” to use it as a handle to rotate the knob.
Mobile interaction

Most participants saw the KnobSlider as a solution to bring
a few physical devices on a mobile surface: “I take it, I go
there and I do my balance for real” (P5), “If you need it to
be transportable, then this is a solution” (P6). They saw its
abilities for deciding on the go which device they want.
Either for (1) a different parameter: “I have a volume slider,
and when I adjust the pan, I have a knob. I gain space.
Instead of having both a slider and a knob, I have two in
one” (P6); or (2) for the same parameter, but with a
different footprint: P5 wanted to have eight KnobSliders,
and take them out of his mixing table to put them on a
tablet-like surface and go on stage with the musicians or in
the public with only the necessary channels to adjust. If
eight do not fit on his surface, then he would change a few
to knobs. Even more mobile interaction can be achieved
through removing cables (as half of the participant
suggested), and miniaturizing the prototype. Five

participants complained about the size of the prototype.
Light and sound engineers (PI,PII,P3,P5,P6) were
comparing the prototype to the sliders and knobs they daily
use, and mentioned that they like knobs as small as
possible.

Beyond mixing tables: PI and P3 also thought about using
the KnobSlider on a flat table and tracking its displacement
on the table (PI mentioned the reacTable [22]). P3 also
mention holding the KnobSlider in its knob shape in a hand,
without any support.

Retro-compatibility

Envisioned applications

They understood it was either a knob or a slider and all
participants manipulated the device without difficulty. They
were particularly happy it could support their preference:
P6 cited examples of parameters that can be controlled on
mixing consoles with either knobs or sliders, e.g. pan or
volume, depending on preference. He preferred “[…] a
volume slider, and a knob to adjust the pan.” Not hindering
retro-compatibility, the novelty of shape-change had a
positive impact on participants, e.g. one reacted saying
“Wow!”, “I want to play with it!”
The participants further suggested device features to
improve retro-compatibility: 1) Actuating the slider’s
orientation to vertical after a shape change: it was a concern
for two participants (PII and P6, used to vertically arrange
banks of sliders). Similarly, most participants wanted to use
the slider vertically, i.e. with flexion/extension movement
of the finger, even when the virtual parameter was
displayed horizontally (e.g., in Photoshop). 2) The slider’s
cursor should disappear on knob. It currently protrudes
from the knob and P7 says it “interferes”. 3) Further
improvement of the knob’s edges: because the knob has an
even number of edges, the base cannot be centered when in
slider’s state, which confused P8. Also, PIII would like
round edges for a circular knob. 4) Further studying its
integration with other devices. At a table, P2,PIII,PIX
already use a tablet/mouse and a keyboard with Photoshop.
These participants wondered how to further combine the
KnobSlider with other devices, e.g., having a mouse sensor
in KnobSlider. 5) Extreme solidity: Pilots might not accept
a change of shape during the flight: “A system that deploys
during the flight is not in the culture” (P7).
Results: envisioned interactions and applications

We now present feedback relative to possible future
interactions and applications of the KnobSlider.
Envisioned interaction

Novel manipulation of the same prototype: Eight
participants suggested novel interactions. E.g. P3 was
holding the knob shape in one hand while turning with the
other, and deforming the flexible slider. The additional
rotational axis of the slider gave P8 (pilot) the idea to
explore the surroundings’ visualization with polar
coordinates, by orienting the slider (angle) and sliding the
cursor (distance or scale). Two participants asked the
interviewer if it was possible to use the slider’s cursor when
in knob shape.
Beyond knobs and sliders: P3 suggested adding
accelerometers, gyroscopes and compass for the
KnobSlider tracked when moved in hand. P3 suggested
bending the KnobSlider as a way to interact. P6 mentioned
that the slider could be bent to mark values of interest.

Participants gave feedback on the applications we
prototyped and proposed new ones. Graphic designers
agreed that the prototype allowed them to balance their
need for a tidy desk with few devices and dedicated
devices, either for fast navigation in Photoshop’s tools or
precise adjustment of a parameter like the size. They
expected to gain time by avoiding mouse movements and
clicks [11]. They further envisioned easier access to
parameters through a physical shape analog to the GUI
widget: e.g., slider shape for red levels, displayed as sliders
on the screen, and knob shape for rotating the canvas.
Sound and light engineers agreed that the prototype allowed
gaining space when parameter adjustment happens in
sequence: e.g., the slider to control the gain, and the knob
the frequency, or the slider for the volume of an effect, (e.g.
a reverb), and then the knob to send this effect to the master
channel. They also agreed that the device allowed adapting
to users’ preferences: some prefer to control volume or pan
with a fader, while others prefer to do it with a knob. They
further envisioned the flexible footprint of the device. If
physical sliders do not fit any more on P5’s mobile surface,
he would switch to physical knobs rather than graphical
sliders or constantly switch between banks of sliders.
Pilots agreed that the prototype allowed adaption to the
preferred control because they control flaps only twice
(takeoff/landing). However, changing the shape of other
controls might lead to errors, as the logic of each aircraft is
different. Pilots further proposed to leverage the different
precision of both shapes: When taking off, P7 wanted to
coarsely slide from 0 to maximum power, and while
cruising, he wanted the knob to precisely adjust the power.
P7 proposed to have the KnobSlider in flight simulators so
that trainees can train on different controls while reducing
costs. Pilots imagined prototype improvements to perform
tasks that are currently not supported, like seeing
backwards before performing a U-turn.
Our participants also proposed new application domains
based on their experience. For example, P6 proposed to use
the change of shape in the manufacturing industry. It could
indicate that a security requirement is met after a first
adjustment – e.g. the pressure is low enough after rotating
the knob – and that the worker can proceed to adjust the
porosity with the slider if its shape is unlocked.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Implications for Shape-Changing Interfaces (SCIs)

This paper provides a solution for users with diverse
professions that use linear and rotary controls, in contrast to
previous work that has often targeted single professions
(e.g., musicians [37] or cooks [41]) or the general public

[16]. From this study, we can draw implications for future
SCIs for professional users.
First, the participants were excited by the reconfigurable
aspect, suggesting they are open to adopting timemultiplexing through shape change. The current approach
for time-multiplexing in the industry is to provide
touchscreen interfaces (e.g., THALES Avionics 2020 or
Slate Media Technology RAVEN MTi2), while others add
back physical devices on GUIs (e.g., Microsoft Surface
Dial or Neff Point and Twist dial). SCIs can be a next step
to provide both tangibility and time-multiplexing. In
addition, they can provide eyes-free situational awareness,
which is useful in degraded work conditions [41].
Second, the retro-compatibility users require should be
studied to ensure SCIs’ adoption by professionals. Although
KnobSliders could provide better retro-compatibility than
touchscreen interfaces, the time-multiplexing of physical
device introduced surprising feelings and waiting time for
shape change. A follow up study can investigate the impact
of shape change on users’ perceptual response and find a
compromising point. For instance, it can study the impact
of proximity of device to users, speed of shape-change, and
possibility of hurting users (e.g., device snaps on user’s
fingers) on user’s subjective feelings.
Lastly, a long-term field study should be conducted to let
more professionals adapt SCIs into their daily workflow.
The interviewed users needed dynamic interaction in timely
manner and mistakes could be critical. The long-term study
should study how to design SCIs to support various context
including emergencies. It can also study how to promote
users’ transition to expert functions, as SCIs will get more
sophisticated. It can refer research in GUI, e.g., [30].
KnobSlider design and prototype

The qualitative study unveiled advantages and future
directions of KnobSlider before a quantitative study.
Benefits of KnobSlider over current solutions

Small footprint is critical for both mobile interaction and
mixing desks, as participants reported not using devices
beyond arm’s reach. Participants found that KnobSlider
allows fast and coarse manipulation of the slider combined
with slow but precise manipulation of the knob, with a
smaller footprint than previous work [8,9]. This particular
benefit needs to be quantitatively measured in future work.
KnobSlider also allows users to only use a knob when space
is limited. In addition, KnobSlider better supports
customization to a preferred control. This is also important
as participants reported that they want to leverage their
expertise of their current interface.
Future high-fidelity implementation

Although the KnobSlider was enough for our study, several
aspects of the device should be improved for quantitative
study in comparison with commercial knobs and sliders. A
future work can miniaturize the device to increase the
spatial benefit of KnobSlider. Stability during the slider

status and shape change should be also improved for fast
and precise interaction. The friction of slider needs to be
low and even. Seamless joints between blocks can resolve
this problem. It can be useful to motorize the slider cursor
and the knob to improve retro-compatibility. Adjacent
KnobSliders should not get in the way of each other. A
central motor could ensure that the unfolded part always
stays vertical. Most importantly, the device’s safety should
be improved as current design allows the device to collide
with user’s fingers.
Open issues and novel interactions

Even though we seek generality from the five professions,
future work should study the applicability of our
requirements to further professions, situations, and tasks.
Currently the ratio of slider length and knob diameter is
limited to 𝜋 at best. Considering that many participants
preferred large sliders and small knobs, folding in spiral
could be explored.
Further work is needed where there was no consensus, e.g.,
1) The presence of the slider’s cursor when in knob shape
that cause lower retro-compatibility (R6) but better eyesfree interaction (R4). 2) The locking of the slider’s
orientation, wanted by most, whereas it gave an idea of an
interaction to a pilot.
New interaction techniques should be explored in future
work. For instance, participants suggested bending the
slider. This could allow physical implementation of the
graphical corner by Tsandilas et al. [38], or changing slider
length as suggested in Zoomable TUIs [8].
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we identified six requirements for a physical
interface for flexible continuous parameters control. Based
on these requirements, we designed a working prototype,
KnobSlider. It combines the benefits of a physical knob and
a physical slider through on-demand shape change. We
evaluated the KnobSlider with target users. Results
suggested future improvements of the KnobSlider and
implications for shape-changing interfaces. In future work,
we will iterate the design so that we can conduct a longterm field study with professionals. We will also explore
novel interaction techniques based on this device.
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